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no there comes a yes
at ye's, the future of the world depends.
-Wallace Stevens

After the final

he nuclear proliferaiion problem, as posed, is insoluble.
policies to control proliferation have assumed that the rapid
ide spread of nuclear power is essential to reduce dependence on oii. economically desirable, and inevitable; that efforts
to inhibit the concomitant spread of nuclear bombs must nor be
allowed to interfere with this vita. realty; and that the international political order must remain inherently discriminatory, dominated by bipolar hegemony and the nuclear arms race. These
unexamined a s s u w k i s , which artificially constrain the arena of
choice and maximize the intrac
ility of the proliferation pmblem, underlay the influential Fo
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being cited as a political and technical rationale for dismantling
what is left of them L'nfortuna1e1v, INFGE'S assumptions wen:
wideiy represented as its conc/usIoris. ostensibly resulti
careful assessment of alternatives which never actually
Our thesis rests on a different perception. Our attempt to
rethink focuses not on marginal reforms but on basic a s s u q t i o n s
In fact, the global nuclear power enterprise is rapidly disappearing. Dc fact0 moratoria on reactor ordering exist today in the
United States, the Federal RepuhIic of Germany, (he Net
Italy, Sweden, Ireland, and probably the United Kingdom, Belgium, Switzerland, Japan and Canada. Nuclear power has been
indefinitely deferred or abandoned in Austria, Denmark, Norway,
Iran, China, Australia and New Zealand, Nuclear power elsewhere
is in grave difficulties. Only in centrally planned economies,
notably France and the L'.S.S.R , is bureaucratic power sufficient
to override, if not overcome, econ<)rnic facts. Th
qrowth forecasts that drove INFCE'S endorsement of fast breeder
&tors are thus mere wishful thinking. For fundamental reasons
which we shall describe, nuclear power is not c o r n m e r c i e viable,
and questions of how to regulate an inexorably expanding world
nuclear regime are moot.
We shall argue that the collapse of nuclear power
the discipline of the marketplace is to be welcome
power is both the main driving force behind proliferation and the
least effective known way to displace oil' indeed, it retards oil
displacement by the faster, cheaper and more
which new development in energy policy now
all countries. So f a r non roliferation policy ha
answer by persistently asking the wrong questions, creating "a
nuclear armed crowd" by ass1i1111ngi t s Et~evita~3ility We s h l l
of t k
mguc instcac! that acknowledging and taking i1d~c1111~1~~:
nuclear collapse, as part of i i pragmatic alternative program, can
offer an internally consistent approach to nonproliferation, as well
as a resolution to the bitter dispu~eover Article IV of the NonProliferation Treaty ( N I Y ~ )
'The INK>: siiicly w;is l>ul~!i.*>h~:d
in tight volur~icsiii I-'!;btiiary ! W O b y tlic I~itrr~iuttio~ial
cri~iqt~ss
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O n the eve of the Second NPT Review Conference, to be held in
Geneva in August 1980, fatalism is becoming fashionable as the
headlines show proliferation slipping rapidly out of control. Yet
seeking Stevens's courage to affirm, we shall suggest that an
effective nonproliferation policy. though impossible with continued commitments to nuclear power, may become possible without
them-if only we ask the ri
All concentrated fissionable materials are potentially explosive.
All nuclear fission technologies both use and produce fissionable
materials that are or can be concentrated. Unavoidably latent in
those technologies, therefore, i s a potential for nuclear violence
and coercion. Most of the knowledge, much of the equipment,
he general nature of the organizations relevant to making
s are inherent in civilian nuclear activities, and are "in much
of their course interchangeable and interdependent" for peaceful
or violent uses."*
All commercial nuclear fuel cycles are fueled with uranium ''
Natural uranium as mined contains only 0 71 percent of the
fissionable isotope uranium-235. Both this concentration and the
few percent of uranium-235 present in "low-enriched uranium5'
(LEU) are too dilute to be explosive. Practicable bombs require
concentrations of tens of percent; highly efficient bombs, about
ninety percent ("highly enriched uranium" or inat,') A few minor
types of commercial reactors, notably the Canadian CANDU, are
fueled with natural uranium. The dominant world type, the U.S.designed light water reactor (LWR), is fueled with LET-. One prospective con~mercialtype (the high-tcmperatme gas-cooled reactor) .ind rutu:y rcs<-archrcnclors at t- CtieiccI w i t l i d;rc<t l bombusable HEIJ.
The irradiation of uranium fuel in any reactor produces plutonium, which is a bomb material regardless of its composition or
chemical form. The plutonium is contained in the discharged
spent fuel, highly diluted and intimately mixed with fission products whose intense radioactivity makes the spent fuel cssent iall y
inaccessible for at least a century. The plu~onium is thus a

.

4 I'liis fact wa.i recognized in (lie Achcan-Lilicnihal rapori, "A Ki-port on i!ir Ii>~cn~milH~;il
Control o f Atomic Knergy," U.S. State I+:ii-ittieni
W S . M a r c h li", l!Ãˆlfi
'Â J<xlirriiiirti~iil
furl ryrli-. wliirli lim-I!
(i~&i;il~lr tir;iiiit.nn.?:i !ir,t,i~ii:i~iti-.Mwiililr iliiitiinn
rlifli-r only hi dctaiI, not in conclusktis. See Amory B L o v I : ~ "'I'horiun\
,
c~clesa n d prolifcration," Bulletin of'ibe Atomic Scientist, February f979, pp lfi-22. and disc~~ssion\~ d ,May
.
!97^.
pp. 50-:i4, a n d Squcnibrr I??<), p p 57 5 ?
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proliferation risk only if it i s extracted by "reprocessing" the spent
fuel behind heavy radiation shielding-chopping up and dissolving the fuel bundles and chemically separating the purified plutonium. It is then in a concentrated, homogeneous and divisible
form that can be safely handled, is hard to measure precisely, and
is therefore much easier 10 steal undetected. Extracted plutonium
can be made into bombs so quickly (in days or hours)that even
instant detection cannot provide "timely warning," the cardinal
principle of safeguards since the start of the nuclear age.
U S . nonproliferation policy since 1976 has rested on distinctions
between proliferation-prone fuel cycles and fuel cycles thought to
be proliferation-resistant. LWRS were considered highly proliferation-resistant so long as technologies or services which could
further enrich the LEU fresh fuel or extract plutonium from the
spent fuel were not available to non-weapons states. It was considered possible for such states to obtain these technologies on their
own, but only at high cost, with great technical difficulty, and
with a large risk of timely detection. Reprocessing spent LWR fuel
in conventional large plants, for example, is so difficult that no
country has yet succeeded in doing i t on a reliable commercial
basis.
In return for an open-ended fee with no guarantee of performance (estimated costs rose thirteenfold in 197
rising), Britain and France are nonetheless p
their existing, rather unsuccessful, reprocessin
export services, thus relieving others of the t
However, proposed technical measures to inhibit the use of the
extracted and re-expo
in bombs-chiefly by dilutt so that further treatment
ing or radioactively
io be impracticable or inefwould be needed-h
fectual (especially again
rnational managessing plant cannot
ment or weapons-state
affect how the re-export
Because commerce in plutonium therefore poses grave risks to
peace, and because neither it nor the reprocessing plants supplying
it can be safeguarded even in principle, the United States sought
by its own example, and for a time by mild persuasion (but not
by exercising its legs.', veto over reprocessing U.S.-enriched fuel),
to discourage Britain and France from breaching the formidable
barrier offered by the difficulties of reprocessing. As further reo
ommended by the F u r d - ~ n report,
'~~
the United States also
sought to defer as long as possible domestic and foreign commitrnenis to widespread use of fuel cycles requiring' reprocessing-
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r ~ c l i r ~plutonium
g
in LWRS and breeding it in fast reactors.
"Oncc-lh~.ougli" (no-reprocessing) LWHS,
on the oilier hand, were
encouraged for domestic use and for export because of their
alleged proliferation resistance.
Advocates of reprocessing and plutonium commerce assaulted
the U S . policy on two contradictory grounds: that power reactors
did not make plutoniu that wouid be attractive to bomb-makers,
and that if they did, mmercial reprocessing was not the only
way to extract it. The first limb of this argument claimed that the
'reactor-grade" plutonium made by normal operation of power
reactors-currently some 30 tons (about 10,000 bombs' worth) per
year, a third of it in non-weapons states-could produce only
weak and unreliable explosions, and posed exceptional hazards to
Dersons working with it. Countries seeking bombs would therefore
pass up this inferior material in favor of "weapons-grade" plutomum whose greatcr isotopic purity offered optimal performance.
Weapons-grade plutonium could be made in existing research
reactors (now operating in about 30 countries) or in "production
reaciors" specially built for the purpose from published designs.
This route was claimed to be easier, cheaper, more effective, hence
more plausible than using power reactors. Concern over power
reactors was thus deemed to be far-fetched.
The technical premise behind this reasoning, however, is false.
A detailed analysis of weapons physics has now shown that any
practical composirion of plutonium-including
boih "reactorgrade" plutonium and pluioniurn to which inseparable interfering
'"denaturing") isotopes have been -deliberately added-can be
made by governments or by some subrsational groups into bombs
equivalent in power and predictability to those made from
'weapons-grade" plutonium.6 Alternatively, pow
be so operated as to produce modest amounts of th
significantly increasing costs, decreasing efficiency; or being detected.
More sophisticated bomb design is needed to achieve the same
performance from reactor-grade as from weapons-grade plutonium, but this may beasmall price to pay for thegreatereaseof
obtaining the former in bulk. The power reactor has an innocent
civilian "cover" rather than being obviously military like a special
jaroduction reactor. It is available to developing countries at zero
alive real cost with many supporting services. It bears no

' The analysis may be found in Ammy B. Loving, "Nuclear weapons a n d power-reactor
m,February 28, 1980, pp 817-823. and typographical corrections, March 13,
pl~iioniuni,"h
IW11.p. 190.
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cost in money or time if one were going to build a power
reactor anyhow And it produces extremely a - g e amounts of
piutonium: so large that theft
within the statistical "noise"
ade undcteciab1e in
rth per reactor per
:irincipie, while nearly a hun
vailable if overtly
year-more than from a n y
diverted Power reactors, ther
itary production reactors vvi
n electricity producers with a militarily unaiirartive
by-product. They are not, as INFCE held, an i
but rather potentially a peculiarlv comenient type of
factory for bomb material.
O f course plutonium in spent fuel from any kin
unusable in bombs until extracted by reprocessing
that plutonium advocates nxounted their second
t
is ve
T h e official U S . view was d ~ a reprocessing
making bombs is relatively easy, so reprocess!
hibtted. Plutonium advocates retorted that.
making bombs is very hard but reprocessing re atively easy T o
suppoi t this claim, Oak Ridge scientists d w e oped a conceptual
design for a "quick-and-dirty""reprocc'ssing plant w i ~ k hc o u l d
allegedly separate a bomb's worth of p:uionium per week, with
only a modest risk ofdetection d u r i n g ~ h erelatively short construction time (of the order of a year).' Restraints on commercial
142

extra

processing services would dissuade recipient countries from building their own plants. that interna
upon, and that bomb-making co
the plutonium "spiked" with u n
taminants. (The recipient country
plant to winnow out the plutoniu
than from the original spen
hus the measures supposed to
An argument meant to show there was no point discrimi-

nating against plutonium technologies sho
dangers of all fission technologies. Par fro
cycles were safe, i t showed only thai the ri
were nearly as dangerous. For the real i
Ridge design was that the reprocessing barrier is not so substantial
after ail: that both bomb-making and reprocessin
easy (if normal requirements of profitability, envi
r o l , and worker safety are greatly relaxed).
This conclusion has been reinforced by the recent invention in
several countries of unconventional medium- and small-scale
methods of plutonium recovery, as yet untested, that are dleged
to be substantially cheaper, simpler and less conspicuous than
normal reprocessing plants. If, as appears likely, at least one of
these new methods or the Oak Ridge concept proves valid, then
it does not mean merely the end of the old timely warning
s rather that timely warning can be provided
r spent fuel, so that all
1 principle.
essing is very dangerous,
The Ford-Carter policy
therefore, was correct but did not go nearly far enough. By
emphasizing that plutonium fuel cycles are more dangerous than
once-through cych-s, i t glossed over the risks of the latter. The
INFCX findings that there is no technical solution to the plutonium
probiem, a n d t h a t once-through fuel cycles are not necessarily far
css proliferalive tlian pl,utonium cycles, arc a so broadly correct;
'or ilicy
imply, however iininientionally, that reactors of any kind
*
.
are significantly proliferative, and that matters are much worse
r ha: the Ford-MITRE
analysis and the Ford-Carter policy supposed.
To make matters worse still, more careful scrutiny of ihc
su ~posedlyinnocuous from end of (lie fuel cycic-the use of
natural uranium or LEU as fresh reactor fuel-has lately suggested
a similar conclusion on indep
onds. Natural uraniurr
can be gradually enriched to
low-technology centrifuges. LE
as easily. An effective centrifi
ago. Better versions-much I
commercial versions, but still adequated machinist in a few weeks. Son-nuclear cormnier.
cia[ ccntrifuss may also be adaptable to uranium enricluneni.
Iliough tens or hundreds of cenirifugcs and ions of uranium
would be needed f o t patient accumulation-perhaps requiring
years-of even one
s wotth of HEU, the centrifuges are
simple, moo0 ar, con
e reiativdy cheap, and highly ace
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sible, T h e uranium, mined in tens of thousands
,, of tons per year
worldwide, would l)c even easier 10 'gci. I Ims even witlioin
assuming any breakthroughs in fast-moving new enrichment technologies-simplified laser methods, or perhaps the newly discovered magnetochemical methods-old, straightforward centrifuge
designs suffice to make even natural uranium, as Bernard Baruch
noted in 1946, a " c l i u i ~ u u s "material.
T h e r e are also disquieting indications that without using any
conventional facilities such as I.WRS or reprocessing plants, and
without serious risk of'detection, one unirradiated LWR fuel bundle
(about a hundredth of a reactor's annual fuel requirement) could
be made into one bomb's worth of separated plutonium in one
year by one technician with about one o r two million dollars'
worth of o t h e r ~ i i a ~ c r i a tllsi ; i t ;H'C ;ivail;iblc over tlu! coimtcr ;tnd
apparently subject to no controls. S o far as is publicly known, this
novel basement-scale method has not yet been used, b u t the
calculations suggesting its feasibility-unpublished
for discretion-appear valid. U.S. authorities were apprised of this method
during 1978-79, but no published assessment mentions it. A vivid
if indirect confirmation that n o fuel-cycle material is officially
considered "safe," however, comes from the new US.-sponsored
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material. This
makes i ( a n cxinuli[ablc iiiicrniiiiunal crime (like genocide u r
piracy) for unauthorized persons to meddle with a n y fissionable
material other t h a n uranium ore or tailings, a n d explicitly inclt~dir~g
both LEU (such as LWR fuel) a n d purified natural uranium.
T h e proliferaiive routes just mentioned are only the latest
additions to a n already long list: conventional enrichment teclinofogies, research a n d production reactors, direct use of bomb
materials of which many tons have been exported (mainly by the
United States) for worldwide research, theft of nuclear submarine
fuel, theft and dismantlement of military bombs, theft of military
b o m b components. Collectively, both familiar a n d newly emerging routes to bombs imply that every form of et,vry fissionable
material in every nuclear fuel cycle can be used to make military
bombs, either on its own or in combination with other ingredients
made widely available by nuclear power. Not all the ancillary
operations needed are of equal difficulty, but none is beyond the
reach of any government or of some technically informed a m a teurs. T h e propagation of nuclear power thus turns out to have
embodied the illusion that we can split, the atom into two roles as
easily a n d irrevocably as into two parts-forgetting that atomic
energy is a-tomic, indivisible.
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C a n conceivable "safeguards" weaken this stark conclusion?
l-'uIitical Ã§irrangetncntlor safeguards must rest on technical meas u r e for materials accounting a n d for physical security. T h e
former measures a r c so imprecise and post hoc that they cannot,
even in principle, provide reasonable assurance that m a n y bombs'
worth of plutonium per year are not being removed from a goodsized reprocessing plant. Primary reliance must therefore be placed
on physical security measures to limit access to materials a n d to
deter o r prcvcnt their removal (or, if they are removed, to recover
them). These measures must forestall well-equipped groups, perhaps including senior insiders acting in concert with the host
government or a faction of i t . Even modestly effective measures
would be costly, fallible and intrusive. In the Federal Republic of
C t c ~ ~ t u i i i y1'0, 1. example, tlicy would exceed tlie auiliority of [lie
Atomic Energy Act; amending it to permit them would be unconstitutional; a n d amending the Constitution to permit them would
conflict with h u m a n rights instruments to which the Federal
Rcpublic is a
T h e institutional arrangements which rely on these inherently
inadequate accounting and security measures are woven around
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), t h e Non-Prolifcr;ilioii, KURATOM, ; n i ( l TIiii<!lol<!oTrc:ntics, a n d bilntcral agreenients. Though these are a considerable achievement, they have
well-known a n d collectively fatal flaws, including: non-adherence
of lialfthe world's population, includir~gtwo of the five acknowledged weapons states (France, China), all three suspected ones
(India, Israel, South Africa), a n d a l l major developing countries
except Iran a n d Mexico; freedom to renounce; n o prohibition on
designing bombs or building a n d testing their non-nuclear components; unsafeguarded duplicate facilities; inadequate inspection
staff, facilities a n d morale; virtual absence of developing-country
nationals in key I A E A safeguards posts; high detection threshold;
freedom of host governments to deceive, reject, hinder o r intimidate inspectors or to restrict their access (especially their unannounced access) ; unknown effectiveness owing to confidentiality;
ambiguous agreements; a n d unsupported presumption of innocent explanations. T h e IAEA has already detected diversions of
quantities too small for bombs a n d decided they did not justify
even notifying the supplier states concerned.' IAEA inspectors
Paul Sieghan, Chapter 4.4 in (he Gorleben International Review-'s Report, Bericlts des
Snien-~itionalesGuiachen Godebens fu? Nicdersuchsssches Sozwlminisicrium, Hannover, April 1979.
'Rudolf Rometsch, remarks in panel discussion before the Institute of Nuclear M a e e d s
Management, J u n e 20, 1975, reprimed in Hearings on ikc Expert Reo~ganizoiiwAcl of !976 before
the Senate Committee on Government Operations, washington, GPO, 1976, pp. 1214-17
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"have found many suspicious] indications and a c t s . . . , but the
I A E A has never taken action on any of them. This will probably
continue to be true."10 It is no wonder. All the resources of ihc
U.S. government, in more than a decade of repeated investigations, were unable to determine whether suspected plutonium
thefts at the Numec plant in Apollo, Pennsylvania had occurred.
Large H E U losses over many years at an Erwin, Tennessee plant
crucial to U.S. naval reactor fuel supply led in 1979 to relaxed
accounting standards that would make the losses look "acceptable." How, then, could suspected thefts in and perhaps by a
recalcitrant foreign country be investigated?
Finally, the momentum a n d bureaucratic entrenchment of
nuclear programs generally prevent effective sanctions against
even a n obvious, sharp violation, let alone a dimly suspected,
creeping one. T h e breach of EURATOM safeguards by the theft of
a 200-ton shipload of natural uranium in 1968 was kept secret for
nearly ten years. A decade's advance knowledge of the Indian
bomb program by the U S . and Canadian governments produced
only diplomatic murmurs, and the actual test, as Albert Wohlstetter remarks, "inspired only ingenious apologies" from the U.S.
State Department-anxious to conceal the U S . contribution of
heavy water-and a congratulatory telegram from the chairman
of the French Atomic Energy Commission. As front pages heralded
the Pakistani bomb program, Pakistan was being unanimously
elected to the IAEA'S Board of Governors.
In short, we can have proliferation with nuclear power, via
either end of any fuel cycle. W e cannot have nuclear power
without proliferation, because safeguards cannot succeed either in
principle or in practice. But can we have proliferation without
nuclear power?
It is true that naval reactor fuel and military bombs provide
non-civilian routes to more bombs; but that means only that
nuclear armaments encourage their own refinement, multiplication and spread, not that there are significant civilian bomb routes
unrelated to nuclear power. With trivial exceptions unimportant
to this argument-radioisotope production reactors, large particle
accelerators, proposed fusion reactors-every known civilian route
to bombs involves either nuclear power or materials and technologies whose possession, indeed whose existence in commerce, is a
direct and essential consequence of nuclear fission power. Apologists, apparently intending to be reassuring, often state nonetheless
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that since power reactors themselves are only one of (say) eight
ways to make bombs, restraining power reactors is like sticking a
thumb in one of eight holes in a dike. But the other holes were
made by the same drill. Arguing that reactors have little to d o
with bombs is like arguing that fishhooks d o not cause the catching
of fish, since this can also involve rods, reels a n d anglers.
T h e foregoing reasoning implies that eliminating nuclear power
is a necessary condition for nonproliferation. But how far is i t a
sufficient condition? Suppose that nuclear power no longer existed.
Again, with trivial exeeptions,ll there would no longer be a n y
innocent justification for uranium mining (its minor non-nuclear
uses are all substitutable), nor for possession of ancillary equipment such as research reactors and critical assemblies, nor for
commerce in nuclear-grade graphite and beryllium, hafnium-free
zirconium, tritium, lithium-6, more than gram quantities of deuterium, most nuclear instrumentation-the
whole panoply of
goods a n d services that provides such diverse routes to bombs. If
these exotic items were no longer commercially available, they
would be much harder to obtain; efforts to obtain them would b e
far more conspicuous; and such efforts, if detected, would carry a
high political cost because for the first time they would be
unambiguously mililary in intent.
This ambiguity-the ability of countries, willfully or by mere
drift, to conduct operations (in Fred Iklii's phrase) "indistinguishable from preparations for a nuclear arsenaln-has gone very far.
An NPT signatory subject to the strictest safeguards can quite
legally be closer to having working bombs than the United States
was in 1 9 4 7 . For example, precisely machined HEU spheres have
recently been seen in Japan, doubtless for purely peaceful criticality experiments. But they could also be hours away from
bombs.
Bernard Baruch warned in 1946 that the line dividing "safe"
from "dangerous" (proliferative) nuclear activities would change
a n d need constant reexamination. No mechanism to d o this was
ever set up. T h e variety and ease of proliferative paths expanded
unnoticed to embrace virtually ail activities once presumed "safe,"
while most of those activities were enthusiastically broadcast
worldwide. Yet their direct facilitation of bomb-making was prob"The. only one o f substance is the use ofsinall research reactors to make medical and allied
radioisotopes. This is such a specialized small-scale operation that effective international
controls could be realistically contemplated.
"Albert Wohlsietter, "Spreading the Bomb Without Quite Breakins (he Rules," Forrip
Potirp. Winter 197(i/7, pp. 88-96
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ably a lea grave threat than the innocent disguise which their
pursuit lei^, and lends, to bomb-making Baruch, nod
importance of adequate "advance warning . between vi
~ n psevent~vc
d
duiori 0 1 punishnient," had sought a iechn
monopol-- so that visible operation or possession of "da
steps other than by a special international authority, regardiess oi
corf-tit utt; an unambiguous danger signal." Today,
purpose,
w h dozens o f \ c " ~ n i : ~ e so n the brink of a born
neat solution is Lernscrari+ forestalled But t
sound dc;ecri.^in a i - d
~ ~, -e r r e n c c
of bomb-m
JC undmbiguo~iihi ~ c n - . l i a ' ~ and
f e , for that, p
m e r anc :he s u p p m " t a services it justifies
hecessapi a n c a sufficient. Cundition,
Removins t h e present m b i p u i n will not make proliferation
,m
,,,i x ~ \ . b i t Paki.-tan,
bfiili o p ~ r ~ ~ t and
i n t ; planning powei reactoi%,
sought a- Fl-e:~h r*;giote'ii>itig plant latiot~alizedas an aid to
energy independeqcc, rh
bombs more directiv with
design was. .stolen {as pre
probably did not e,<p?~ithd
at an early -itiig'-, aut %at
cost of eventual ceiectim
made to btiir sucli a cost
tlw u r ~ i n m r n supply '1 cy-dA>
rel>~or,csill;~%
pidnt, tile p i t K i u p
l3;i~c-hproject, the existence of
niiniitg t i ~ ( i : t s > t i ) i t s d l all % < : ~ ~ % j u
by nuclear pouer
k o bomb-t'tidkin~
~
by tiny ioute, denuclearization would greaily
inciease the technical difficulty of obtaining the ingredients, and
would dutoiiiaiical l~s t i g m a u ~ c~upplicisas knowing accessoi ics
iolaiors o f ~ i - Article
r
I in letter or
before (he fact, hence c'
ous danger signals. denudearization
spirit. By pi ovidnig nnai
bould make the politic
1s and risks to all concerned very
igh-perhaps
prohibit
high. This does not mean that a
etermined and tesourceful nation bent on bombs can by nonmilitary means be absolutely prevented from getting them. much
i s already out of the barn But denuclearization would brand as
he use of {hose escaped resources and inhibit their
tion and spread. It would narrow the proliferauve field
the vast majority of states-the latent proliferators who
o the nu&-car threshold by degrees, and those easily

Yet is not the complete civil (and, in due course, military)
denuclearization required to remove even, last shred of ambiguity
a fantastic, unrealistic, unachievable goal? O n i h c contrary, a<ithe
following sections show, that goal-and more straightforward
interim steps on the way to i t would follow lotfiraft-; and practicaiiy from o!>eying the economic principles to which most goveri;iYients pay allegiance.
Ill

Nucidar power has been promoted wr.dwidc d ~ iboth ecornmically a d i dntageous and necessary to replace oil Potent id prolifciation, in lhiSi v i m , is either a srnal! price to pay f o r vast economic
advantages or an unavoidable side effect which we must learn to
tolerate out of brutal necessity. But rational analysis of energy
needs rind economics suongly f ~ v o t stopping
s
.ind even reversing
nuclear power programs. Their risks, inducting proliferation, are
therefore not a minor cvunieii.~eightI0 enormous advantages but
rather a gratuitous supplemeni to enormous disadvantages.
Replacing oil is undeniably urgent But nuclear power ctinnot
provide timely and significant substitution for oil Only about a
tenth of the the world's oil is used for making eirctricity, which is
the only form of energy h i t nuclear power can yield on a
significant scale in the forcscc<ib!cfuture. The other nine-tenths of
(tie oil runs vehicles, makes dircci hedt in buildings and industry,
and provides pcirocheinical feedstocks. If, in t 975, eve
power station in the indizstriali/cd couiur~esrepiesen
Organization for Economic Coopet ai ion and Development (OECD)
i a d been ieplacml (wenu& by n i t c i e i ~icactoi
~
s, 0 1 CD oil consumptioii would have fallen by only 12 percent Fhe fiaciion of that oil
consumption that was imported would have fallen fiom about 65
p r c c n t (con~pcnsatec!by greatly increased dependence on
ted capital and uranium), and would haxe fallen by much
States than foi japan, Fiance, West Germany
practice, U S. nuclear expansion has served
coal, not oil, by running coal-fired plants less>
utilization of their full theoretical capacity
nt during 1973-78. In overall quan8 6 . S nuclear output could have
ply by raisins; the output of partly idle coal
way 10 the level of ' ~ h i c hthey are praciically
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capable. And, contrary to the widespread assumption that a
nuclear shutdown would cause serious regional shortages, an
analysis of the balance within each regional power pool found
that in 1978 all but 13 U.S. reactors, or all but two if surplus
power were interchanged between regions, could have been shut
down forthwith without reducing any region's "reserve margin"
(spare capacity) below a prudent 15 percent of the peak demand.14
Further confirming the loose coupling between nuclear output
a n d oil saving, between 1978 and 1979 the United States reduced
by 16 percent the amount of oil used to make electricity, while
U.S. nuclear output simultaneously fell by 8 percent: the oil saving
came instead from conservation a n d coal a n d gas substitution.
Between the first quarters of 1979 a n d of 1980, total U S . oil-fired
generation fell 32 percent while nuclear output simultaneously
fell 25 percent-hardly a substitution.
T h e OECD calculation above for 1975 exaggerates potential oil
displacement by nuclear power, partly because reactors take not
one night but about ten years to build. Reactors ordered today
can replace no oil in the 1980s-and surprisingly little thereafter.
T h e example of Japan, widely considered the prime case of need
for nuclear power, illustrates reactors' relatively small eventual
contribution to total energy supply. Quadrupling Japan's nuclear
capacity by 1990 would reduce officially projected oil import
dependence by only about ten percent.15 An 18-fold increase by
the year 2000-costing about a hundred trillion of today's yen
a n d requiring a large reactor to be ordered every 20 days-could
theoretically meet half of all Japan's delivered energy needs then,
but fossil-fuel imports would still increase by more than two-thirds.
"Rate a n d magnitude" calculations for other countries are equally
discouraging. l6
It may be said that without nuclear power, these examples
would look even worse. But even prohibitively large nuclear
programs cannot go far to meet officially projected energy needs.
T h e official projections reflect a n inability to face the fact that
nuclear power cannot physically play a dominant role in any
l4 This analysis may be found in Steven Nadis, "Time for a reassessment," Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, February i980, pp. 37-44.
^Speech by Joseph S. Nye (then of the Slate Department) at the Uranium Instttute,

London, July 12, 1978.
' T h e analysis concerning Japan ass1inic.s energy demand consistent with 1978 official
projections, and displacing two delivered energy units with each unit of nuclear electricity. For
details and other examples, see Amory B. Lovins. "Is Nuclear Power Necessary?", London:
l-'rienris of [he Eaftls l . ~ l , , I??!); ii11d Aiiiaiy 15. I A i i s , "Eu~notni~;illyKflk'icii~ l<itt:rsy
Fu~iires," in Wilfred Hach ri d,ccis, Ewrgv/Cinrintr lnteractiuns, Dordreclit: Reidcl, 19ii0 $:I
press). These two essays document section I11 and. in p a n , section V of this article.
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country's energy supply. Solving the oil problem will clearly
require, not a nuclear panacea, but a wide array of complementary
measures, most importantly major improvements in energy efficlency.
It is therefore necessary to compare the elements of this array in
costs, rates, difficulties and risks, to ensure that one is displacing
oil with the cheapest, fastest, surest package of measures. Just as
a person shopping for the most food o n a limited budget does not
buy caviar simply for the sake of having something from each
shelf, but seeks the best bargain in a balanced diet, so every dollar
devoted to relatively slow a n d costly energy supplies actually
retards oil displacement by not being spent on more effective
measures. Nuclear power programs have been justified not by this
rational test but by intoning the conventional wisdom stated in
1978 by Brian Flowers of the U.K. Atomic Energy Authority:
Alternative sources will take a long time to develop on any substantial
scale.. . . Energy conservation requires massive investment.. ., and can at best
reduce somewhat the estimated growth rate. Nuclear power is the only e n e r E
source we can rely upon at present with any certainty for massive contributions
to our energy needs up to the end of the century, and if necessary, beyond."

Failure to assess comparative rates of oil displacement, as we shall
d o in Section V, runs the risk that, having like Lord Flowers
dismissed alternatives as slow, conservation as costly, a n d both as
inadequate, one may choose a predominantly nuclear future that
is simultaneouslv slow. costlv and inadeauate.
Nuclear power is not only too slow;' it is the wrong kind of
energy source to replace oil. Most governments have viewed the
energy problem as simply how to supply more energy o f a n y type.
from any source, at any price, to replace oil-as if demand were
homogeneous. In fact, there are many different types of energy
whose different prices a n d qualities suit them to different uses. It
is the uses that matter: people want comfort a n d light, not raw
kilowatt-hours. Assuming (as we do) equal convenience a n d reliability to the user, the objective should be to supply the arnourn.
a n d type of energy that will d o each task most cheaply.
This common-sense redefinition of the problem-meeting needs
for energy services with an economy of means, using the right tool
for the job-profoundly
alters conclusions about new energy
supply. Electricity is a special, high-quality, extremely expensive
form of cncrgy. This cosily e n q y may be economically worth-
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while in such premium uses as motors, lights, smelters, railways
and electronics, but r.o matter how efficiently i t is used, it cannot
conic close to competing with present direct fuels or with present
commercial renewable sources for supplying heat or for operating
road vehicles. These uses plus fecchiocks account for about 90
percent of world oil uw and for a Minilar or large1 fraction 01
delivered energy needs The specia , "e.cctr-icily-specific" applications represent typical.? only seven or c~ghtpercent of all
delivered energy needs -much less than is now supplied in the
form of electricity
In most industrial countries, therefore, a third to a half of all
electricity generated is already being used, uneconomically, for
low-temperature heating and cooling. Additional electricity cou
only be so used. Arguing about what kind of new power station
build is thus like shopping for brandy to burn in the car or
Chippendales to burn in the stove.
The economic absurdity of new power stations is illustrated by
an authoritaC;e calculation of how much energy Americans
would have bought in 1978 if for the preceding decade or so they
had simply met their end-use needs by making the cheapest
incremental investments, whether in new energy supply or in
efficiency improvement;! Had they d e so, they would have
reduced their 1978 purchases of oil by
ut 28 percent (cutting
4 percent (making the
y half to two-thirds), of coal
of the American West unnecessary), and of electricity
f today's power stations,
rcent (so that over a t
including the whole nuclear pr
would never have been
am- about 17 percent less
built) The tola' net cost of such
than Americans did pay in 1978 for the same energy services.
Detailed smdies of the scope for similar measures throughout the
industrial world (and, where data are available in developing
iven qualitatively similar results.i 9
If we did want '"more electricity," we should get it from the
cheapest sources & s t . In virtually all countries, those are, in
approximate order of incieasing price:

. Iiliiiiitiating w a w of dectticily (such a-> lighting empty
offices at headache level)
2. Replacing with efficiency improvements and cost-effective
solar systems the electricity now used for low-temperature
healing and cooling.
3. Making motors lights, appliances, smelters, etc., cost-effectiveiy efficient.?'
4. Industrial cogeneration, combined-heat-and-power stations,
solar ponds and heat engines, modern wind machines, filling
empty turbine bays in existing dams, and small-scale hydroel~ctriciiy.~~
5. Central power stations--the slowest and costliest known
source.
The notion that despite all constraints -xime, money, politics,
technical uncertaintics-nuclear power stations are at least a
source of energy, and as such can be substituted for significant
amounts of the dwindling oil supply, has long exerted a powerful
influence on otherwise balanced imaginations. But it does not
withstand critical scrutiny. It is both lo stically and economically
fallacious. The high cost of nuc
r today limits its conceiveconomic role to the basel
ction of electricity-specific
uses: typically about four
t of all delivered energy
need;!. In purely pragmatic and economic terms, therefore, nuclear
power falls on its own demerits

-

"
I he arguments just suirkmarixed concerning the need for nuclear
power might a few years ago have seemed remote and abstract.
ower has in these years come under the strictest test
of all, that of the market, and been found wanting. Rising costs,

*"'Typical s a v h q s for these ! e m s are reayectively about half, half to two-thirds, threequanersi and two-fihhs, with typical payback : ines around three; one 10 four, five and ten
years resoectively against marginal cost' prisnarv sources are eked in Lorins, "Economically
fficient'Energy Fu~ires:' lor. dl,*hotnote 16 Cornbii',i:ig these savings whh the previous two
sic JS typically yields total dmricd xivinss ol'60 to 80 percent or more. implying ihai today's
U.S. ceonoi~ik:u u ~ p u t ,and probably more, couid be suppiied using only present hydro,
see
nticroh~dro,and wind, hut no chcrmal p w c r ~ a d r i n sof any kind. For documen~.-~ion,
looinotm 16, i8, 19 and 36
..... will probably be on the
A n unihteid optton In ca:egory 4. cheap sola. 1 is' si; o[o.+olLa^
sq,
m ~ r k t beibn:
;~
anyone knw-s what to do with ibcm and long befor5 a rtcer1:ly ordered power
statfon can be built. Though ouranaiysis~ois>ervaiive!v:smiis(hisoption. the besi convcniional
photovokaic coixpone'nts already in piloi stage and scheduled lor marketing in S982-83. if
consbined ~ n t oa si!~.eif unit, would yield elec~riciiyconparable 10 or cheaper :ban shai now
Iivci'cd
cr-fnven~oriai
stations in industrial countries (sse rtimiiow 36, beiow, for documen.
are very auraciive in RIOSI developing
:^onj. Even a 1980 array prices (S6/W) plioiovoi~ai~i!
;gi:nir~e~. which tend io have costlier deciricK> arid hi:le disiribtision grid. sunlight is
distributed free.

'

footnote 16
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falling political acceptance, and dramatically decreased prospects
for electricity demand and utility finance have brought nuclear
power to a virtual standstill.
Universally-in
the United States and in the U.S.S.R., in
France and in Brazil, under the most varying conditions of
government regulation-the
direct economic costs of nuclear
power in real terms (corrected for general inflation) have risen
unrelentingly since reactors went "commercial." T h e most detailed cost data available happen to be from the United States,
but the same trends and conclusions apply elsewhere.
A recent detailed statistical analysis of all the U.S. data, explaining 92 percent of their variation, has revealed that during
1971-78, real capital cost per installed kilowatt increased more
than twice as fast for nuclear as for coal plants and already
exceeds the latter by 50 percent, despite investments that decreased coal plants' air pollution by almost two-thirds and will
soon have done so by nine-tenths. T h e same study concludes that
for nuclear plants now starting construction, excluding the possible impact of tighter federal regulatory standards in the wake of
Three Mile Island, nuclear capital costs will exceed those of coal
by 75 percent, "indicating that many of the 90 U S . [nuclear]
units with construction permits "could be converted to coal to
provide cheaper e i e ~ t r i c i t y . " ~ ~
The real costs of operating the nuclear fuel cycle from uranium
mining to spent fuel storage have risen even faster. Unexpectedly
high estimated costs for waste management, decommissioning
nuclear plants after at most a few decades, and cleaning up past
mistakes (for example, burying the hazardous tailings left over
from uranium mining) add many billions of dollars in liabilities.
Erratic reactor performance-poor reliability, cracks in key components, maintenance problems seeming to go with scarcely a
pause from the pediatric to the geriatric-has
afflicted most
countries. And as cumulative losses mount into the billions of
dollars, no vendor in the world appears to have made a nickel on
total reactor sales.
Added to these economic woes is an ever less receptive political
climate, punctuated by Browns Ferry, Three Mile Island, and 19-
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year-old news of a disaster in the Urals. Demolition by peer
reviewers compelled the U S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
declare that its 1975 Rasmussen Report (claiming that reactors
arc very safe) was no longer considered reliable, a n d the Canadian
Atomic Energy Control Board to declare its Inhaber Report
(claiming that renewable sources are very dangerous) officially
out of print. T h e classically assumed "solution" to the nuclear
waste problem-reprocessing, turning the high-level wastes into
glass, and burying them in salt-turned out to be technically
flawed. T h e nuclear industry's credibility, heavily committed to
these a n d similar premises, suffered a meltdown that seems irreversible: as Mark Twain remarked, a cat that sits on a hot stove
lid will not d o so again, but neither will it sit on a cold one. Efforts
to repair the effects of past lack of candor or foresight have exacted
a high cost in top-level managerial attention-also a scarce resource-out of all proportion to nuclear power's modest potential
contribution.
As costs rise and credibility falls, the market for more electricity
is quietly evaporating. With the inevitable response to higher
prices beginning, forecasts of electricity demand growth in most
countries have been falling steadily. Some are nearing zero or
negative values. U.S. electricity demand has consistently been
growing more slowly than real G N P of late, and all the trends are
downward. Forecasters unfortunately responded more slowly than
consumers: over the past six years, U.S. private utilities forecast
that peak demand for the following year would grow by an
average of 7.8 percent, but the actual growth averaged only 2.9
percent.23 Overcapacity in the United States will probably hit 43
percent in 1980 and continue to rise (perhaps past the British level
of about 50 percent). U S . overcapacity in excess of a prudent 15
percent reserve margin is already well over twice the present
nuclear contribution. It is indeed so large that if all U S . power~ l a n iconstruction were stopped immediately, growth in peak
demand a t a n annual rate of 1.2 percent-twice that experienced
in 1979-would still leave a national reserve margin of 15 percent
in the year 2000. Growth by at least 2.2 percent per year could be
accommodated if the economically advantageous industrial cogeneration potential were tapped. T h e market for power stations
of any kind is simply imaginary.
Finally, nuclear (or fossil-fueled) power stations and their grids
i n c u r such extraordinary (:iipital costs i i i i ( l l;ikc so loin; lo build
11ial utility cash How is inlu'rctitly unstable. Any utility, whether
23

Sec The E n q g Daily, October 30. 1978, pp. 3-4, and December 20. 1979. pp. 3-4
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public or private, regulated or not, which persists in building such
plants will sooner or later go broke, and many are already doing
so.24Funding for new plants is scarce and costly; and even if it is
available, building new plants is simply no longer in utilities'
financial interest.
1 lies(: problems, singly a n d inicriic:tivcly, have taken their loll
on industry morale, investor confidence, and reulting expectations. In only six years from 1973, nuclear forecasts for 2000 fell
by a factor of five for the world, nearly four for West Germany
(no new orders since 1973, and eight for the United States (minus
27 net orders during 1974-79). Nuclear forecasts worldwide are
still plummeting-more for economic than political 'reasons. The
U.S.S.R., for example, achieved only a third of its nuclear goal
for the 1970s, half for the past five years. And although there have
been essentially no procedural barriers to building reactors in
Canada, the pattern of decline in nuclear capacity forecast for the
year 2000 has been all but identical in Canada and the United
States.
Despite intensive sales efforts and universal subsidies (often up
to or exceeding total costs), the drop in expectations for nuclear
power has been even faster in developing countries, paced by Iran,
which prqjccted 23,000 megawatts for 1994 and will probably get
zero, and by Brazil, which projected 75,000 megawatts for the
year 2000 and is unlikely to want more than the 2,000 megawatts
that are 1,ow in serious difficulties, Total nuclear capacity in all
developing countries in 1985 is now unlikely to be as much as
13,000 mqawaits, or about the present West German level. Even
if giveaway offers tempt new customers (perhaps Mexico, Kenya,
Turkey, Zaire) to undertake t e well-known problems of integracing gigantic, very cosily, complex units into rather small grids in
countries poor in infrastructure, that extra "business" would be a
tiny fraction of l h e loss cxwiicrc. I t would not even be profilabic
- 3

24 cg x t a i cosas are aasescd i:: AnIarv 13. Lovins, SGJ Enera Paths' Toward 5 Durable Peace,
New York; Hin-pi'r ;itul kos*:~ 1479i Chftptcr (r. npdat<-<!in "Soii Energy Teciinologies," A a n d
ltfwrw #]'fis.ffy^, l3Jy:. pp -177 ^.M, anfi in !t!!!i'i's in .SC:CHCI- Aprii 29; 1978, pp. 351 8 2 ,
September 22, 1978, pp. 1077-78; Rcccnibcr 22, 1978, pp. 1242-.43, and April 13, i979, pp.
124-29 The utilitii%' financial problems are treated in Califbrnia Public Uti!ities Cornmk4onk
/+oco-Angs <f the (Â¥,brtjirm un Knrrgy K f f u i t w and the K~iililics:Mtiv i h c t ' m n ~( A f r i t IS-15, 1980),
Sari Francisco: i^n!$ic L'tilitics Conunission. 1980 (in press); Irvin C. Bupp f t ai., "Some
Background Information on the Financial Condition of riain InvestorOwned Electric Utility
Companies," Harvard Bui.iness School, March 30, 1980; The Tuna (London), March 1 , 1980,
p.1; Amory B, Lovins, "Electric Utility Invc$tn~enis:Ex.t.el.r~or or Confetti?", March 1979 paper
to E,F H n ~ o nntilit) investor' conference, tbrfhcoiniog in journal of Businsss Adrmaishiifiaa,
Vancouver 1980 (in press): and "Energy: A Dark F u ~ u r efor Uliliiits," llwwss Wed, May 28,
1979.
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business---on1 y a way to inject export-bank funds into the vendors'
ailing cash (lows.
uclear markets has already sealed the fate of
up to meet the inflated expectations of the
early 1970s. Even with continued domestic and export subsidies,
wi~lidi-awal'iby nxt~jor(mns seem inevitable. While rhetorically
the world nuclear ei'n.erprisc is pressing forward, in rcality i t is
grinding to a halt and even slipping backward. T h e greatest
collapse of any enterprise in industrial history is now underway.
Thus, as Harry Itowen and Albert Wohlstetter remark,
the argument sometimes shifts subtly rrom the needs of a robust and
inexorably expanding industry to the sympathetic care required to keep alive
a fragile industry that is or1 the verge of expiring altogether."

The industry's long-term hope has been "advanced" plutonium
technologies. But their first stage, recyclin
tional power reactors, was officially ack
and West Germany in 1977-78 to save too
for the reprocessing and other costs. Even the INFCE study, generally enthusiastic about pluton'
failed to find recycle inviting.
Contrary to one of the earlier
men ts advanced for reprocessk g , INFCE has now concurred in the official positions of Canada,
the United States and Sweden that reprocessing is not necessary
for waste management. (Some experts believe reprocessing may
even make i t more difficult.) Similarly, one of (lie strongest
arguments earlier advanced for reprocessing and plutonium-relatcd technologies-.-thai fission reactors would need so much
uranium as to create shortages-is rapidly receding.
In short, the economics of fast breeder reactors look ghastly
until far into the next century."" There are indications that
prospects for funding and finding acceptable sites for the ex~rcinelycostly next-stage breeder projects range from only fair (in
France and the U.S.S.R.) to poor (in West Germany, Japan, the
United States and the U.K.). Even sympathetic officials are
realizing that the 50-fold potential improvement in uranium
uiilixation that successful breeders might produce cannot in fact
be achieved for well over a century because of the time it takes
the breeder's fuel cycle to come to equilibrium; for the next 50 to

' Rowcn and Wohlstctter. f ~ i , cii.. footiioie 2,

"See Brian 0. C h w , "Econumk Comparison of Breeders and Lighi Water R e Ã § ~ i o r s , ~
rcpors. AC8NCH3 10 the L S . Arrm Coiuro! arid Disarmament Agency, Pan Heuristics, 1979;
also see Michael J . Prior's analysis prepared for the November 1978 South Bank Polvicchnic
confe-rcnce, available from the aoiiior at NGB-11% Services, 1415 Lower G r w e r i o r Piace,
London SWI.
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years, the modest uranium savings that cou-d be realized
rough breeders could be achieved much more cheap11 and
surely through uranium-efficient thermal reactors msteada2"
Cost-y, difficult breeder programs are thus lookjng inc
like a commercial blunder, akin to pushing the Conco
others developed jumbo jets Further at tempt
ieactors in an already hostile political climate
ardize the limited acceptance now enjoyed by
The loss of momentum for the breeder, a
which it was to culminate, is reflected at the highest
levels in all the main nuclear countries of OECD and
i he Soviet scientific community
beneath the surface throu
At various times in the p
itish, French, and
West German cabinets ha
over whether the
whole electronuclear prop
Schmidt has even speculated that ~ S hi
J lim mai
thrown out the window.
How has U S. policy affected the foreign nuclear debate at all
political leveh? U S technoiogicai dominance of the nuclear
ugh still preeminent, 1% n o lonqci hegemonic, but U S.
minancc of world energy poiicy effectively if>. So far i t
sed in cxaciij \hc wrong direction.
retends that the nuclear collapse ts not happening,
i t shouldis'\ be and d e x n e s no encourqcrwrn
retat y has ju-st cornmitied two-fifth: fit hi-, hudgc:
for the next five years to nuclear power. T h e State Department
says that mi using nuclear power would make proliferation *orye.
Presidential confirmations of the necessity and the large energy
~otentialof nuclear pov-er have bolstered sagging programs sn
, "See Harold A. Feiseson .d &L '~ArsLoliii!ona*:' Seraiegy for Fission Power: StttC,,;rc.
January 26, 1979. pp. 33C- 37.
"The French program, wide!,' pwrayed at rol:.:i-.i. is k rcalny 1'ragiic. I t is, pri~et-ding,fur
the moment, wilt1 a heavy mongaefs. Seej~~n-t-^aindt
lA:ran and Irvin C, Btipp, "Running
Water: Nuckar Power on the M o v e in France." Seoiember
5. lÂ¡^St a v ~ i h b l efrom Professor
.
. pragram must find a way 10
IE i.he Harvard f h s i ~ ~ e School
s$
TOcan;,:::xse{or :on^;!tie
e growing cracks in (he reac;crs; maKe ;he
Cap La H&e rcpr~ces'sngpiant work; solve
the was[c problem; find rcaciat q?m~ , r k e :.8io~
suu:b-rz
-, ihc niens~polyvendor Fr:irriatonic,
- ~find markms for more eleclriciky lo kttp C-ccincic
i e rraiier sokern (i.he rcrrni forrivc:ies~of
francs of EdF33deb^ hdps only re~poramgj,
.. fir& p&ecallv aco-p:abtc reactor
five
t e s ; make a truce with the nnGn n u c k r unbiii and wu-t public asquie~enceby means m e
iasiinx :ban mere autarchy. Each d these problems m2y ssoli~bIei: k i i a t i o n hm iiic chii;:<:?:i
ihcm at2 look sbi'i'i. Sec also Stidruddio
of
Khan; "Tk Nuctcii-r Power Dc'biite
Wrsicnl &trope." f t u / l r l p i ~!f
//;e A l v m i &.id, Si-!neiiili.-j
;'ltgr ?I, l ; 1 % (in. ~ i : i ! i i ~ ~ , t i
Z~
iii'ilogics, see Litther (k^ hu'h. EMIT^ Wars iwd ^crsd fAange" SIK! "CJ,ui t i ~ l q . i c n d kc~ i ~
Sttrvive Ifitcixkperidciicc?", ikpariineni of Anshropol~?;~.
Umvcrstiy of Mmncsoci, Minncapolis 55455: 1979: Atnory 8.Levins. "Dcm~cracva d the Esier=v Mobiliaation Board," :Voi
,'I.& AfHirt, Febrisarv 1980; pp. 1.1- 15. l-rim& of $heE.m h. San l%ncisccs,
~

~

~

~~

~

countries poorer in fuels. Promotional rhetoric has given the
nuclear industry a license to prrsent in Europe a false but largely
uncontested image of a flourishing American nuclear program
(and vice versa) The State Depiittnient does not know, and
does not want to know. that however monolithic the
t presented by other countries (an appearance carefully
orchestrated by the L.S. nuclear industry), every national nuclear
[icy is riven from top to bottom by doubt and dissent. Whatever
e United States has done, in policy or in rhetoric, has helped
one side of those internal debates and hurt the other. Yet the S
Department. maintaining a meticulously lopsided neutrality,
never appreciated that the most powerful U.S lever for affecting
nuclear policies in either direction was not blunt instruike fuel supply, but tathei the po/zt;~a/example o
applied U.S mergy policy in its broadest terms.
Ignoring this influence on domestic energy politics abroad,
advocates of conti ing subsidized nuclear exports have argued
that if the United ates does not suppll sensitive nuclear techo the United S t a m might as well-and that
since others can, the United States has no "lrverage"
iiistify
ben WohLstetter put i t , "We
ver use it. A level ii>a form of
us a mechanical advantage" ''
mclf anxious to be wen as a
dollar5 on a gratuitous
capacity to take on new
o make those co.,
"irrlitnlcrtts
asks itsc-!f, half aloud, ho\$
xiorting more U.S -fueled
12s. Both kinds of exports leave
te position of vigorously prolifsac: .ficmg for a weak and
irons and positive political
leverage.
" The poiiiical uiinerabil!:y
How real is that political
tstratcr! in IQ79 by t h e West
of nuc ear projects was strik
h n e n i , a1legedl y crucial for
German government's firm
mousi iepiocessing and wastenal survival, to build a
sal plant at Gorieben in Lower Saxony The State Departit?

nities to scuttle analogous projects nascent in the U.K., l"rancc,
n before still-fluid political commitments to them had
In the German case, they seemed solid ali-'tidy, but
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same funds to pay anywhere from half to all of the cost of giving
people free diesel Rabbits or Honda Civics (or an equivalent
American car if Detroit would make one) in return for scrapping
their Brontomobiles. Alternatively, it would be quicker and
cheaper to save oil by giving cash grants approaching $200 for
every mile per gallon by which a new car improves on a scrapped
ga~-guzzler/~
For once, what's p o d for General Motors mighi be
good for the world. Replacing all U.S. cars with hybrids getting
a modest 60 miles per galion (achievable now using off-the-shelf
ncnts in a big, two-tori car) would save nearly four million
of oil per day-.-half the present rate of U.S. net oil imports,
reater than imports from the Gulf, two and a half North Slopes.
0 big synfuel plants, or several Irans. Precisely the same logic
applies in other countries.
Even an elementary prosram ofsysternatically applied building
'retrofits" (making old buildings efficient), cost-effective at present prices, would save half to two-thirds of space-heating energy,
whether in the United States, United Kingdom, or Denmark.
without coming anywhere near technical or economic limit^.'^'
(Doing that would reduce space heating needs to approximately
zero even in a subarctic climate.) In the United States alone, half
the space-heating energy could be saved by the mid- to late- 1980s.
equivalent to two and a half million barrels of oil per day.'1.1
Improved heat-tightness so far-.] 7 percent better for American
gas-heateti dwellings during FIX-'70,Z.l percent for Wcst German
oil-heated single-family dwellings during 1973-79-illustrates the
thesis but improvements so far have barely scratched t h e surface.
In short, just the two largest singe terms in improved U.S.
energy productivity,just in the 1980s. and pursued t o a level far
short of wlia~ is technically feasible or economically optimal,
would together displace four-firths of U.S. net oil imports. They
would "supply" energy at nearly five times the rate deliverable by
the maximum U S . nuclear capacity physically achievable in the
same period-at a small fraction of the cost. And they would do
T2An average U S . car annually goes about i0.000 miles and us- about 17 barrels of crude
oil equivalent. A marginal one-i~ile-pcr-gailortiniproveincrn s a v a about one barre$ per year
and qives, at a $200 cost, a five-'car payback against delivered 5vofurls (over S'W/l>bI). T h e worsi cars would pav back faster; bcticr ones. more slowly. A bubtuY should silscs be oftcrod,
based on efficiency and expccied life~inie,for scrapping gas-guaalers w i t h a l rephidus them.
""Sec A n h u r fi
Roscnrdd
,
el al., "Biiildinq Encrgy Contpilation and Aii.ilpisbni.BlAl9!2,
I n t w m ~ ~Berkeley
c
L i i h ~ m ~ o r lirrkcli'y.
y,
(::~lihirniu. I^??); ;ils<tw Siiiii, I . t ~ i ' i < 4 t K
~ r^st~*
;in(!
,
N#rqirdi cited in fou~tiotcsI8 and Fi.
^See Marc Ross and Robert 1.1. Williams. -Drilling for Oil and Gas in O u r Buildi~tg>,"
PU/CEES-87. Center for Energy and Envirounictual Studies. Princeton L'ni\-ersity. W9.
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this before a reactor ordered today couid deliver any energy
whatsoever.
Such energy-saving measures in all sectors can form the keystone
of a coherent "soft" energy strategy if combined with transitional
fossil-fuel technologies and with a steady shift, over 50 years or so,
to reliance on diverse renewable sources, matched in scale and in
quality to their tasks.3J
four years since the emergence of this concept of a "soft5'
energy strategy have seen astonishingly rapid analytic and practical progress. As a result of thousands of studies and experimenial
rejects, what was controversial has become widely accepted.
conomic claims once made with caution can now be made with
confidence. Findings extrapolated from early analyses in a handful
of countries are now bolstered by dozens of far more detailed
about 15 countries and many localities--and, increaspractical demonstrations on a significant scale.
ame time, projections of future needs for energy, and
hence for major facilities to supply it, have dropped strikingly.
e highest official estimates of U.S. energy needs in the
are below the lowest, most heretical unofficial estimates
made in 1972. The lowest official estimates, still assuming a twothirds increase in real GNP, are less than half as iargc, and more
than a quarter below today's level.'"' The downward trend continues as new studies incorporate greater detail (identifying more
opport,unities for saving) and rapid rccciii ict:hnical progress in
raising energy productivity to an economically efficieni level. This
35
See Anlory B. Levins. "Energy Siratc,i';y:The Road Nut 'I'akr~i'". F'irrtp A],fs:r},. O c l a k r
Ic17ft,pp. ti:, !Xi, ci!~' u ( I t ~
i n 1.So/) Ekt.q; / ' d h ~ viivti
,
i i i I t > * t i ~ i ~ d3c1~ lbsit!t-.
V R + I 1w1a11iciti
t~!r~~trtt!b
in wv n ~ c n t t o ilicrr,
~ i t still V I I L Vjta111
, ~ , ~i, %!cIi~w~l
I>> it, x w c ~ ~ ! ~d:k
n ~ w p d i t i c d co>t\
thin charaeierirc a "hiird energy piith": cci~triiiiii, ;iui;i!c!i!, v ~ l t i e r u l ~ h : y~. ' c l m o c r i i c ~
Its.
policy instruments are rsoncocrcive and markc!-orieuicd. I t u e i ~ h e rassumes nor requires that
car efficiency: for example, be improved by the particular means mentioned herein. Our sot'spath analysis assumes rapid, undilTerentiatcd, and worldwide economic and industrial growth:
no hiqnificant changes in social goals, cornpaskion ofeconomic ouiput, or p a ~ m i ofseiilemems,
s
political or.r+inization, or behavior; and implemcntaiion onl\ ih!-o:igh "tccht~icalfixes".--tbz?
is. prescnily proven, presenlly txoncntiic techlGcal ruc-i'iiifeb wiili no siqniiican'i cffcc: o n
lifestyles. Readers who consider today's vulucs or insiitution.* inipcrfc~tare wekomc so assume
as, A
some mixiurc of technical and social chftngc which would sinq>iify i n i p l s ~ n ~ ~ n t ~ i ibitot :~~
conservaiisni, we have not done so; we assume a "pure technical fix,"
"or a good example of the progrcss made in this area, and !he deqre" to which soft energy
s r a t q i c s have become common coin, s w !I<ii,~t*rt
S t o b m d i and ~$!siic?, Vcrpn. c d kWrg
~
/.;iiui,,, New York: E^-tindom liuu.sc, lr>79,I t I:- iuts"re.stiri~!ii;r! she illti'iii'inii'c 5 q t t : ~ dcn'iand
i
fur cuerev in the year 2000 shown in 1976 in "Kncrgy Stratcgy T I w Road Nut Taken?" was
preciselyihe forecast publicised two years h e r by l h r g y Scei-ctiiiy Srislcsinger (for ;1 r w l oil
]U'llT' 5>f$~~'/l>l;i),
' T h e s e cstiniiiw:?may ix- f'ouwi i r i Solar Eriergy Kesciu-dl ilns~itiite,"SusuitnnbIc P r o s p e r i ~ ~ :
An Efficient Solar Future," drafi report to itn- U.S. D c p r ~ n ~ t - iul lt' l:;i~crt;y, May 26. 1980 (to
be published by the Ins:itutc, Golden. Colorado).
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level is at least several times that now prevailing in the most
energy-efficient countrics: at least a fourfold irnprovenicin in West
Germany, sixfold in the u.K."?
Far from being uselessly slow, efficiency improvements are the
fastest growing energy source today. Of all new energy "supplies"
to the nine EEC countrics during 1973-78, about 95 percent came
from more efficient use and only 5 percent from all supply
exuansions combined. includinc Nnr[li Sea oil and n u e l c ; ~
p o k r - a ratio of about 19 to 1 in' favor of conservation. In Japan,
the corresponding ratio rose to about 10. In the United States, it
averaged about 2.5; but in 1979, real GNP rose 2.3 percent while
total energy use declined 0.2 percent-remarkable progress in view
of the more than $100 billion in annual lax and price subsidies
which underprice fuels and power by more than a third. During
1973-78, total U.S. efficiency gains yielded twice as much energy"supplying" capacity, twice as fast, as synthetic-fuel advocates
claimed they could do-except that their option, if it worked,
would have cost 10 times as much. Even this 10 percent gain in
national energy' efficiency was less than a third of what would
have been worthwhile at 1978 energy prices.3a T h e 1973-78
efficiency gains in U.S. industry alone yielded twice the 1978
"supply" of Alaskan oil, but left the oil in the ground. By 1979,
total post-embargo savings were at least five million barrels of oil
equivalent per day, nearly two-thirds of 1979 net oil imports.
In a crisis the normal reflex is to abandon competition among
many solutions in favor of single but dramatic nonsolutions (as in
the 1979 post-gas-line White House hysteria for synthetic fuels).
But these examples show that the centrally managed supply
programs are being far outpaced by millions of individual actions
in the market. There are three further structural reasons why
efficiency gains and soft technologies can displace oil far faster
than other methods:
-The soft-path investments have construction times per unit
measured in days, weeks or months, not ten years.
-They diffuse into a vast consumer market, rather like citizen'sband radios, snowmobiles and pocket calculators, rather than
requiring tedious "technology delivery" to a narrow, specialized
and dynamically conservative utility market.
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I ' h e institutional barriers that hold back their dozens of
technological categories are largely independent of each other:
microhydro is held back by regulatory problems, air-to-air heat
cxd-iangers by the need to retread the building industry. Because
tliese and analogous problems are not generic-like the majorfacility siting problems that hold back all hard technologies
everywhere at once-dozens of relatively slowly growing individual wedges of soft tecli11ologic.s aixl efficiency improvements can
independently add up by strength of numbers to very rapid total
growth.
Desubsidization, tariff reform, replacement-cost pricing (or
equivalent rules for allocating capital), and purging of institutional barriers are difficult problems-though
easier than the
alternative. Their solution, though no longer mysterious, is still a t
an early stage. Yet price incentives have already accelerated softpath implementation. Still faster implementation could be
achieved by reinventing and adapting the institutional innovations used in the past for major national adaptations, such as the
changes of electrical voltage in Sweden or frequency in Toronto
and Los Angeles, the advent of North Sea gas and smokeless fuels
in Britain, right-hand driving and district heating in Sweden. It
is chastening to recall that when the Swedish government in 1767
commissioned development of the Cronstedt recirculating stove,
five times as efficient as the open fires that were causing a firewood
crisis, the solution was perfected and published within eight years;
mandatory conversion was rapid throughout Sweden; and soon
the stoves were all over Northern Europe.
Developing countries should be able to achieve the same uitimate efficiencies as industrialized countries, but faster and
cheaper, because they can use the most energy-efficient technologies from scratch (the world's most efficient steel mill is said to be
in Kenya), rather than having to install them by slow and costly
retrofit of existing plants. O n this basis, preliminary estimates
suggest that a completely industrialized world of eight billion
people, with a standard of living somewhat above today's West
European average, need use no more total energy than the world
uses today.3gThis energy need-less than a tenth electricity, about
"'See Lovinb, "Econoinicaliy ESlicient Energy Fu~ures," he. (it.^ fooinote 16. (Such a fuiure
be impossible or undersirable on grounds other than energy availability.) Third World
malvsts are right 10 auributc the woild'> encrxy crisis to tilt Nurih, bui the absolute amount
of w k i e in the North is irrelcvam 10 the mt.+nt-sof crficiency-in~provinginvcstn~cnisin the
ins)

' S e e Krause and Olivier, op ci.(. footnote 19.
36
See Vince Taylor, "The Easy l'atli ELuc-rgy I'lan," 1979, :niiilttb!c-- Irom ills Union of
Concerned Sck'iltis~h,and S a m , for a1 fitutumc 19 'I'lu! r i i e q "wpphc:," iroui coiixtvi~tinii
calculated in ibis paragraph arc she difference between the energy actually used to produce
economic output in a given vear and the c n c r g lliat would have been needed 1 0 do so at
previous leveb of tcchmcat e!ficicncv,

South, Their scope and attraction?. ;uc niinicnbc; see, for exaii~ple,Luvins, "Economically
EITiciem Energy l-'utura," pp. 9-13, and the sources in footnoics 37 through 44: World Bank
StaK Working Paper 346, "Prospects for Traditional and Non-Conventional Energy Sources in
Developing Coumries," 1979; Elizabeth Cccelski el a/., "Household energy and the poor in the
:bird world," Waihineton, D.C.: Rcsourcci lor :he Future. 1979

'
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a fifth liquid fuels for vehicles, the rest heat-lends itself to supply
entirely from well-known soft technologies,
Carefully selected and efficiently used, the best soft technologies
already in or entering commercial service, and matched to local
needs and climates, are sufficient to meet virtually all long-term
energy needs in every country so far studied, inciuding the United
States, Canada, U.K., the Federal Republic of Germany, France.
Denmark, Sweden and Japan-a
suggestive list, as i t inc udes
countries that are simultaneously cold, cloudy, densely populated,
and heavily industrialized. This assumes no techno
developed, but only the best present art in passive a
heating, passive solar cooling, high-temperature solar heat for
industry (collectable even in cloudy winters), converting farm and
forestry wastes to liquid fuels for vehicles, present and small-scale
new hydroelectricity, windpower, and in some cases other simple
devices such as woodburners, biogas plants, and low-temperature
heat engines. The appropriate mix of sources (each containing a
vast array of subcategories and hybrids) varies between and within
countries, but even countries poor in transitional fuels, such as
Japan, appear to be amply rich in renewable ener
is inteliigently used to do the tasks i t does best.4o
Given careful shopping for clever designs, efficient marketing
structures, and cost-effective efficiency improvements done first
(thus making renewable supply smaller, simpler, cheaper and
effective), soft technologies can be-though not all areer than today's oi;. More important, they are consistently
er in capital cost, and several times cheaper in delivered
energy price, than the power stations or synfuel plants which
would otherwise have to be built to replace the oil and gas. This
comparison is conservative, is based on empirical cost and per("ormaneedata, and omits all "external" costs and benefits. Thus,
Business School energy study recently found, the
investments arc the efficiency improvements, then
soft technologies, then synfuels, and last-costliest-power
stations. Most countries have so far taken these options in reverse
order, worst buys first.
The early debate ovci (lie technologies and costs 01 the soft path
gave way, as critics verified the references, to a residual p h ~ o s o p h ical debate. Will people do
No analyst's view of what is
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important or tolerable to people can substitute for askin
The debate reduces to the Jeffersonian (and market eeo
view that people are pretty smart and, given incentive and
opportunity, can choose wisely for themselves, versus the Hamiltonian view that these complex issues must be centrally decided
by a technocratic elite. Under the latter philosophy, energy policy
requires massive central planning and intervention which, under
the former, i t cannot tolerate.
Recent experience of what works is empirically resolving this
s. Under a no-strings grant
dispute in favor of the
program, Nova Scotians
ha'f their houses in one war.
The people of Fitchbur
etts, by door-to-door citizen
action, did the same in seven weeks, saving a quarter of the town's
heating oil. Of the roughly 200,000 U.S. solar buildings, half are
passive and half
those are retrofits (greenhouses added to
existing buildings)
the most solar-conscious communities, from
a quarter to all of the 1978-79 housing starts were passive solar.
More than 150 New England factories, and half the rural households in many areas, switched from oil to wood. Over half the
states have active fuel alcohol programs. Small-scale hydro reconstruction is flourishing. More than forty manufacturers of wind
machines share an explosively growing market whose two biggest
commercid commitments in 1979 totalled $230 million. The size.
dispersion, rate and diversity of soft-path activities are now so
great that national authorities are only dimiy aware of how fast
their own targets arc being o ~ e r t a k e n . ~ ~
Governments face special institutional barriers internally. Reactors can be ordered from Bechtel, KWV, Frainatome, Mitsubishi;
but the centers of excellence in soft technologies are scattered,
ious, impecunious, a I but unknown. Historic patterns of
reward and prestige make bureaucracies safe for incompetence,
bypass vision, and scorn technologies that are sophisticated not in
their complexity but in their simplicity. But in national terms soft
technologies, by contrast, are politically efficient, for they are
correctly perceived to be relatively benign; their impacts are in
general direcdy sensible and susceptible to common-sense judg-
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merits; they are chosen in the marketplace and at a den~ocratically
accountable political level; and they give their costs and benefits
to ilic same people at thc same time, so ihc recipients can decide
how much is enough.
Some will think that permitting nuclear power to die is a drastic
gamble, prematurely sacrificing an insurance policy which we
may desperately need i f alternatives do not work.*$ But t h e real
insurance policy, besides present overcapacity, is the well-proven,
completely conventional efficiency improvements and transitional
fossil-fuel technologies (such as cogeneration) which can each
unquestionably provide more electricity faster and cheaper than
nuclear power but were left out of official projections. The need
for nuclear power is not established by merely raising doubts
about the capacity of renewable sources to take over quickly. Nor
is nuclear need "during the transition" established by citing a
scarcity of transitional fuels, for this begs the question of what
will fuel the even longer transition to nuclear dependence.
Whether or not a country has indigenous fossil fuels has nothing
to do with whether nuc.ear power or soft-path investments can
displace that country's oil use faster.
It is neither necessary nor desirable to d o everything at once,
and some options exclude others. Keeping the nuclear industry
alive, even in a semi-con~atoseslate, is not like offering vitamin
tablets; it demands heroic measures to resuscitate and artificially
sustain the victim of an incurable attack of market forces. Of our
finite resources, only crumbs would remain. Countries wanting 10
shift to reliance on renewable sources-both t h e adequate ones
already available and the improved ones being rapidly devcloped-must do so before the relatively cheap fossil fuels, and t h e
relatively cheap money made from them, are gone. ,.1 hey are
going fast. In this transition, nuclear power does not: complement
but devours its rivals. h is a Ion , irreversible step in the v v ~ - o ~ ~ ~
direction.
Y

The section just cor~cludedhas focused largely on the potential
of the soft energy path for industrialized countries. What of the

''

h is a i m often argued that the cost of writing off nuclear piants now operating or being
built would be prohibitive. But in fact, their extra eleciriciiy can in general he used only
low-temperature heating and cuoiing. T h e cheapest ways of doing those task$-efficiency
imP rovemenis and passive solar rricasures-cost less than (he iunining cosu a l m ~ efor a nebwlv
bush nuclear plant, so i t is cheaper to write off such a plant and never operate k. Under G,S,
lax law, this saving plus the saved future utility profus and tax subsidies would probably a.ufIice
l o recoup the plant'scapita! cost 100. Similar arguments apply to partly buili, partly aniorumd,
and fossil-fueled power s!atiom,

for
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developing countries? And what, in particular, of the statement of
purpose of the International Atomic Energy Agency, which in
1957 undertook t o promote ilic spread of nuclear energy for
exclusively peaceful purposes, especially in developing countries-and of the obligation stated in Article IV of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty of 1970, under which all the parties to that treaty underlook "to facilitate" and have a right "to participate in, the fullest
possible exchange of equipment, materials . . . and information for
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy," with an "inalienable right"
to peaceful uses "without discrimination"?
The first thing to be said about Article IV is that i
own terms, subject to conformity with the primary obi
the same Treaty: Article I, in which nuclear wea
promise not to transfer bombs or "in any way
encourage" the acquisition of bombs by others, and
which non-weapons states promise not to seek or ac
The ambiguity inherent in this compromise between promotin
reactors and prohibiting bombs has been well exploited. Sorn
nations, for varying reasons, adopt the nuclear industry's view
that Article IV legitimates or even mandates the supply to all NPT
adherents of plants that yield pure bomb materials, or of those
materials themselves, so long as they have some civilian use.
Suppliers' declarations of "restraint" in making "sensitive" transfers (code for "unsafeguardable in principle") have not said that
such transfers would breach the Article I obligation "not . . . in
any w a y to assist,'' ut have accompanied reaffirmed comrniimencs to export more reactors.
Any attempt to resolve this ambiguity seems to some. parties a
discriminatory abr ation of their own hallowed interpretation.
Tempers are runnil high. But the impasse results from misstating
the problem. Den
of bombs to states lacking them-is the
central purpose of the NPT. The compensatory rewards to nonweapons states were stated in terms of nuclear power because of
the nuclear context and background of the negotiators, not as an
expression of the essential purpose of Article IV.
As conventionally construed, Article IV is an obligation to
facilitate a transfer which in fact now a liability for its ostensible
purpose of providing ener , but is singularly useful for its forbidden purpose of providing bombs. Nuclear power is something
which under Article I the givers mustn't give and under Article I1
the recipients shouldn't ask for. The time is therefore ripe to
reformulate the bargain in the light of new knowledge. Instead of
denying or hedging their obligation, the exporting nations should
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fulfill it-in a wider sense based on a pragmatic reassessment of
what recipients say their real interests are. When Eisenhower
spoke in the fading glow of FDR's rural electrification program,
and when the NPT was negotiated at the zenith of cheap oil,
nuclear power was expected to be cheap, easy, and abundant.
Now that everyone knows better, recipients should insist on aid in
meeting their declared central need: not nuclear power per se but
rather oil dispIacement and energy secwip.
The arguments that efficiency improvements and available soft
technologies can displace oil and meet energy needs better than
nuclear power are in fact strongest in developing countries, where
capital, delivery systems, infrastructure, and income are most
limited.44 By enhancing resilience, self-reliance, and economic
strength, a soft path aids national security. It can serve equally
well, we shall suggest, another legitimate motive: prestige. It does
not serve the illegitimate motive which NPT adherents have disavowed: getting bombs. It thus isolates legitimate from illegitimate motives and makes proliferators explicitly reveal their intentions.
T o the extent that deve1oping"cuntries seek reactors for prestige, the West's bad example is to blame. But prestige is normally
defined in terms of an accepted theory of national welfare. Reality
has debunked the fantasy that nuclear power would make deserts
bloom, cities boom, and villages prosper. Enormous diversions of
national resources for pitiful ends may comfort nuclear bureaucrats, but not a finance minister facing massive oil debts, a district
commissioner fighting deforestation, or a prime minister whose
people still cannot cook their rice. Clay stoves, biogas plants, and
cogeneration may lack sex appeal for technocrats, but a practical
politician has more to p i n from thousands of small, successful
projects than from a single ribbon-cutting. Romantic images can
have a long half-life, but ultimately market forces will work, and
investment in pyrolyzers and windmills, solar cells, and solar stills,
will become commonplace and "respectable." T o hasten the
demise of decisions based on bad economics a n d false glamor, the
industrialized countries need simply to ask that buyers of nudear
power pay for it-and to provide a psychological lead, as when 81
percent of Swedes voted in 1980 to stop reactor ordering and
phase out nuclear power within about 25 years.
Some leaders may see short-run glamor in bombs. But as the
Vietnam debacle showed a decade ago, prestige comes from a
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leader's ability to influence events, not from mere technology or
troop strength. In the long run, a policy of self-denial, recognizing
(he near-irreversibility of a peek over the nuclear threshold, has
often been a policy of shrewd self-intcrest. T h e costs of nuclear
"strength"--more
nervous and better-armed generals at home
a n d abroad, more entanglement in superpower rivalries, more
reluctant allies-outweigh
the benefits (putative deterrence a n d
distraction from internal problems). Bomb programs have probably always decreased their patrons' security. The first act in the
worldwide nuclear arms race began, chillingly, with the misperception that a rival (Nazi Germany) was about to develop bombs.
A nuclear force possessed by, say, India or Japan cannot deter
neighbors' nuclear attacks (which may arrive anonymously by
oxcart or fishing boat); and far from deterring firs: strikes by the
great powers, it is an attractive nuisance inviting them.
Many developing countries are eager to avoid these costs and to
advance their people's welfare by indigenous, appropriate, nonviolent energy policies. As an impressive literature attests, centrally
aided decentralized action toward a soft energy path can benefit
enormously from a few simple tools:
" C l a s s i c designs" that can spread rapidly and attract local
refinements, like Chinese biogas plants (nine million installed i n
1972-781, New Mexican greenhouses, Indian bamboo tubcwells,
and Saskatchewan superinsulation. The incredibly rapid flowering
of clever, accessible designs worldwide is a tribute to the most
powerful known tool in the universe: four billion minds wrapping
around a problem.
-.Fieldworkers, extension services, wandering gossips/minstrels/cross-pollinators, staff exchanges, networking newsletters.
appropriate-technology and self-help groups.
-Small-grants programs at national and regional levels. With
low unit cost, low overheads, high volume, high dispersion, a n d
willingness to take risks, these have been among the richest sources
of rapid innovation. The money needed to build a single reactor.
spread among a million groups and individuals, could hardls
avoid dispersing a hundred thousand successes where people can
see and imitate and improve them. Thousands would probably
yield innovations each more important to national welfare than
the initial foregone reactor.
-Reliance less on specialized technical institutions, high technologies, a n d credentials than on smart people, who are to be
found everywhere. Technical skills and facilities are valuable but
have been overrated as prerequisiics. Many of the best soft tech-
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nologies can be made in any vocational high school or by a good
blacksmith.
-Small-business sol\-ciiergy credit systems and tiiarketii~ginfrastructures analogous to farm credit systems a n d co-ops. An
Indian family might save upwards of $3 a year in kerosene with
a $10 stove, but a 30 percent annual return on capital is not
compelling for people will1 no capital.
-Soft-path lending by national energy development banks
oriented toward farming, small-business, and household needs,
complementing finance (mainly in industry, and ensuring that
fledgling industries buy the most energy-efficient technologies) by
utilities, national fuel companies, a n d existing public and private
banks.
-"Investment balancing tests" by international lending agencies, which now fund hard technologies generously and cheaper,
softer ones p e n u r i o u ~ l y .T~h e World Bank has apparently
not
'*
even studied industrial energy saving-a major opportunity in
many developing countries.
-Soft-technology transfer concessions, including mutual exchanges, licensing of public-sector patents for home a n d regional
markets, and international financing of local production.
-International ad hoc advisory networks organized by biogeographical province.
-Humility by "advanced" countries: many countries they
consider backward are far ahead of them, leaders on a world scale
in truly advanced technologies.
Currently there are m a n y forums for Nonhern nations to cxchange energy views a n d data, none for Southern. T h e International Energy Agency's oil-sharing plans exclude the South. New
global and regional energy and financial institutions will undoubiediy emerge, a n d NPT adherents, especially non-weapons states,
deserve substantive preference, a strong voice, and preferably a
guiding role in them. T o reinforce success in energy policies that
make the NPT effective, or ultimately unnecessary, countries displacing oil most effectively with inherently non-violent technologies should be entitled to special financial or oil guarantees by
weapons states.
T h e global urgency of displacing oil a n d uranium-like the
reconstruction urgency that gave rise to the Marshall Plan, World
Bank, I M F , and OECD--offersa good case for a Fund for Renewable
45,

I'hesc simple tests allocate invesin~entw the cheapest ways of meeting end-use needs, a n d

can larqelv avoid [he cncrqy pricing problenl; see Lovins in Journalof Business Adrn~nislralionand

concluding address in ~ a f i f o r n i aPUC, IOC. at.. foomote 24.
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Energy' Enterprise (FREE), analogous to the International Fund for
Agricultural Development and funded perhaps by a tax on oil
sales, oil or fossil-fuel use, uranium mining, arms budgets, or
megatonnage of bomb inventories. FREE would aggressively finance distribution, site testing, training, a n d institution-building
for sort ~echnologics(limited by charter 1 0 decentrailzed systems),
[ t would complement existing institutions, work closely with
appropriate non-governmental organizations, substitute broad social accounting for narrow profitability tests, take risks, be at least
half-controlled by recipient states, and operate via semi-autonomous regional centers maximizing their dispersion of staff, decisions a n d money. As one of the many complementary mechanisms
needed to address the full spectrum of developing-country energy
needs at which Article I V was aimed, this concept could be
explored a n d refined a t the NPT Review Conference a n d at the
1981 U.N. Conference on New a n d Renewable Sources of Energy.
VII

T h e proliferation problem has seemed insoluble primarily because vast worldwide stocks a n d flows of bomb materials were
assumed to be permanent. Policy never looked beyond the nuclear
power age because there was no beyond. But that age may b e
ending, with proliferation-given pragmatic planning-arrestable
just short of total unmanageability.
T o abandon nuclear power and its ancillary technologies does
not require any government to embrace anti-nuclear sentiment or
rhetoric. It can love nuclear power-provided i t loves the market
more. Governments need merely accept the market's verdict in
good grace and design an orderly terminal phase for a n unfortunate mistake. T h a t should include the least unattractive a n d most
permanent ways to eliminate from the biosphere (via interim
internationally controlled spent-fuel storage) the hundreds of tons
of bomb materials already created, and helping nuclear technologisis to recycle themselves into work where their talents are more
needed. Phasing out reactors by the means suggested in Sections
I11 a n d V would take about a decade a n d reduce both political
tensions a n d electricity prices.
While collective leadership by other countries is desirable a n d
sufficient, the U S . example alone would deprive other countries
of the domestic political support that a n exorbitantly costly bailout of their nuclear industries would require. Interdependenx
political illusions would quickly unravel. In a period of tight
budgets a n d narrow electoral margins, explicit U S . recognition
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that the market has cut short the nuclear parenthesis in favor of
more effective means of oil displacement would focus the accclcrating swing of public and professional opinion worldwide. To
allow the nuclear industry to die without noting and politically
capitalizing on its passage would be a signal failure of international leadership.
Second, as efforts to make the market more efficient ha
recycling of nuclear resources into the soft path, the United States
rerally, and interested states (especially nonaligned nonons states) multilaterally should freely, unconditionally, and
iscriminatorily help any other country that wants to pursue
path~especiallydeveloping countries, on the lines suggested
in the previous section. Nuclear fuel security initiatives should be
turned into energy security initiatives.
Third, these efforts must be psychologically linked to the slower
and more difficult problem of mutual strategic arms
treating them as interlinked parts of the same pr
intertwined solutions. All bombs must be treated
loathsome, rather than eing considered patriotic if possessed by
one's own country an irresponsible if by others. A vigorous
coalition of non-weapo states to this end is urgently needed. But
the key missing ingredient for promoting a psycholo@cal climate
of denuclearization, in which it comes to be seen as a mark of
national immaturity to have or want reactors or bombs, is a
reversal of the political example now set by the weapons states.
These combined actions may succeed only if they are taken
together and explicitly linked together. Our thesis is certain to be
misrepresented as "trying to stop proliferation by outlawing reactors." We have not said that. We have presented three main
elements, and many sub-elements, of a coherent, market -oriented
program, and emphasize that they have a n~utuallyreinforcing
psychological thrust - synergism-essential
t o their success.
Their linkage is also pr matic, as illustrated by the common and
valid argument that if one phased o u t nuclear power and Lid
nothing else instead, oil competition could worsen. Although the
fight against the "vertical" nuclear arms race will be far more
difficult than against the "horizontal" spread of bombs, their
interlinkages with each other and with nuclear power are so
inextricable that they must be pursued jointly and thought of
jointly.
Nonproliferation policy addresses the increase of bombs, not
their existence. If human life, and perhaps any life, is to persist on
our planet, the p a e n t level and dispersion of bombs cannot be
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tolerated. We have no special insight into how the underlying
political problems of the world can be solved, nor special optimism
that they can be. Yet we place some small hope in ihe
portents of a fundamental transformation of human v
as has not been seen for centuries. As terrible global pressuresoil, a half-trillion dollars' uncollectable debts, ecoto,gical constraints, North-South and East-West tensions, the failure of the
old development concepts, tyranny, poverty, the numbins; weight
of military spending-all conver
ush us, a greater spiritual
energy that can inwardly rework
attitudes is starting to be
pressed out of the cracks. In th
decade it may become a
flood, profoundly extending the ways we care for the earth and
for each other. No one can say if this will happen; but knowing
that it might be starting to happen can alert us to grasp the
that our increasingly cornered psyches
lifelines of new aware
may throw out. The
is strong, hut the love of life may yet
prove stronger.
Nor can we long survive if that hope proves illusory. Many
nuclear physicists, in reflective moments, have wished for a magic
wand that would make all nuclear fission impossible; they would
wave it instantly. Yet if such a wand were waved, but if we did
not also reverse the psychic premises of eons of homocentric,
patriarchal culture, then the time bought might only be used to
devise other ingenious ways of killing each other. The United
States dropped on and around Vietnam the explosive equivalent
saki bomb per week for seven and a half years.
es, napalm, fuel-air explosives, submunition cl
erm warfare, now high-powered lasers. What
next? Nonproliferation, however successful, can only buy time
before some other holocaust unless we also come to ?rips with the
central problems: power without purpose, triba ism, human
aggression, injustice. A soft energy path would foster a social
framework in which to address these problems, but it cannot solve
them. Indeed, Carl-Friedrich von Weixsackcr suggcsts that as
artillery made city walls and hence the city-state obsolete, sol
nuc-eai weapons may make both the nation-state and the insti-1
tution of war obsolete-a necessity so alien that governments turn1
to the diversion of "deterrence" to avoid facing it.
Bernard Baruch's choice between the quick and the dead is still
before us, with a new potential resolution that has every justification in rational calculations of cost, of security, of economic arid
t. But people and governments are not purely
rational-as Baruch found when his 1946 plan fell victim to thd
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cold war. Our ideas, or the refinements we seek, may work-if
many decisions now made irrationally are brought expeditiously
within the confines of the criteria which arc claimed to guide
them, or if political instincts rest on a wise perception of selfinterest.
Need we have proliferation without nuclear power? Not if we
do it right. The methodical collapse of the greatest cause and
facilitator of proliferation offers, briefly, the chance to start afresh,
to start to unravel the web of hypocrisy and doublethink that has
stalled arms control and nonproliferation alike. Perhaps the same
promotional skill that spread reactors around the world can now
nurture alternatives to them and so place prohibitive political
obstacles in the way of making bombs. The same ingenuity and
goodwill that managed, against all odds and inconsistencies, to
obtain the small measure of international nuclear agreement we
have today can now, freed from commercial imperatives that have
proven vacuous, find ways to divert trend before it becomes
destiny.
In 1946, the Acheson-Lilienthal report proposed a technological
monopoly to prevent proliferation in an inevitably nuclear-powered future: mere treaties and policing, it reasoned, would prove
weaker than national rivalries, some national instabilities, and
human frailties. In 1980, with nuclear power no longer inevitable
or even pragmatically attractive, the same political logic leads to
quite a different policy prescription. Yet as we frame our different
answers to different questions, the same prescient Acheson-Lilienthal conclusions seem apposite:
We have outlined the course of our thinking in an endeavor to find a
solution to the problems thrust upon the world by the development of the
atomic bomb-the problem of how to obtain security against atomic warfare,
and relief from the terrible fear which can do so much to engender the very
thing feared.
As a result of our thinking and discussions we have concluded that it would
be unrealistic to place reliance on a simple agreement among nations to
outlaw the use of atomic weapons in war. We have concluded that a n attempt
to give body to such a system of agreements through international inspection
holds no promise of adequate security.
And so we have turned from mere policing and inspection by a n international authority to a program of affirmative action.. . . This plan we believe
holds hope for the solution of the problem of the atomic bomb. We are even
sustained by the hope that it may contain seeds which will in time grow into
that cooperation between nations which may bring an end to all war.
T h e program we propose will undoubtedly arouse skepticism when it is first
considered. It did among us, but thought and discussion have converted us.
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It may seem 100 idealistic. It seems time we endeavor to bring some of our
expressed ideals into being.
I t may seem too radical, too advanced, loo much beyond human experience.
All these terms apply with peculiar fitness to the atomic bomb.
In considering the plan, as inevitable doubts arise as to its acceptability,
one should ask oneself "What are the alternatives?" We have, a n d we find no
tolerable answer.

